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1. What is the European Medical Device Nomenclature (EMDN)?
Per Article 26 of Regulation (EU) 2017/745 on medical devices (MDR) and Article 23
of Regulation (EU) 2017/746 on in vitro diagnostic medical devices (IVDR), the
European Medical Device Nomenclature (EMDN) aims at supporting the functioning of
the European database on medical devices (EUDAMED). Among its various uses, it
will be utilised by manufacturers for the registration of medical devices in EUDAMED,
where it will be associated to each Unique Device Identifier – Device Identifier (UDIDI).
As the EMDN primarily serves regulatory purposes to support MDR and IVDR
requirements, it also plays a key role in MDR/IVDR device documentation and
technical documentation, sampling of technical documentation conducted by notified
bodies, post-market surveillance, vigilance and post-market data analysis, etc. It is
intended to support all actors in their activities under the MDR/IVDR and provides key
device descriptions to patients as regards their own devices and all other devices
available on the market and registered in EUDAMED.
2. How was the EMDN created?
According to criteria and requirements set out by the European Commission and EU
regulators in the Medical Device Coordination Group (MDCG) and based on
orientations provided by the MDCG, the EMDN was founded following a European
Commission notice indicating the utilisation of the Italian Ministry’s ‘Classificazione
Nazionale Dispositivi medici (CND)’ as the basis for the future EMDN.
At that time, the CND was already utilised in three Member States (Italy, Greece and
Portugal) and supported the registrations of a variety of EU and international
manufacturers within the EU.
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During the course of 2019 and 2020, consultations and preparatory work on the CND
took place with stakeholders and key experts. A first version of the EMDN was released
on 4 May 2021.
3. What are the key principles of EMDN?
The EMDN is based on fundamental key principles jointly set out by the European
Commission and EU regulators. These principles include but are not limited to:
(a)

Regulators-led: regulators play a key role in managing, validating, updating
and advising on the nomenclature.

(b)

Structured: the nomenclature has transparent hierarchies by which terms
and codes could be meaningfully clustered into groups and types.

(c)

Predictable: the structure and content remains sufficiently stable to allow
various regulatory uses of the nomenclature, in a manner which still allows
for the accommodation of technological innovation.

(d)

Transparent: the policies for updates of the nomenclature terms and
descriptions are sound and reflect the needs of regulators and the wider
healthcare community.

(e)

Inclusive: the periodic reviews are open to all, based on real-world use and
demonstrable needs.

(f)

Available: the terms, descriptions and codes are available, in full, to all users.

(g)

Accessible: no manufacturer or natural/legal person should be subject to fee
or suffer from any discrimination, compared to other operators, in relation to
the use of the nomenclature.

(h)

International: internationally recognised at the time of the date of application
of the MDR/IVDR.

4. How do I gain access to the EMDN?
The entirety of the EMDN is accessible to all stakeholders, free of charge. It can hence
be utilised by a non-exhaustive list of stakeholders such as manufacturers, patients,
research organisations, practitioners, hospitals, pharmacies etc. The EMDN can be
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accessed and downloaded in pdf and excel format here and the European
Commission’s website page for MDCG documents.
Note: The European Commission held a month-long online consultation on the English
version of the European Medical Device Nomenclature (EMDN) with a deadline of 4
June 2021. The aim was to collect feedback from users and the wider healthcare
community on any translation errors and or syntax suggestions. Following the
processing of the comments provided, the second version of EMDN will be released in
Q3 2021. In addition, new terms and descriptions for medical device software (under
Categories J, W and Z) will be rolled-out in the second release.
5. How is the EMDN structured?
The EMDN is characterised by its alphanumeric structure that is established in a
seven-level hierarchical tree. It clusters medical devices into three main levels:
•

Categories: the first hierarchical level,

•

Groups: the second hierarchical level,

•

Types: the third hierarchical level (which expands into several levels of detail
(1°, 2°, 3°, 4° and 5°), where necessary.
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Each alphanumeric code begins with a letter referring to the ‘CATEGORY’ for which
the device falls under, followed by two numbers indicating the ‘GROUP’ and a series
of numbers which refer to the ‘TYPE’. The maximum number of digits is set at 13.

6. Which level of the EMDN should I use to assign a term to my device?
Using the tree-like hierarchy of EMDN, users must always assign the most granular
and terminal term available (lowest level in the tree) to their device.

